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| The PROFIBUS is a well known and widely
used eldbus. On the MAC layer it employs a token passing protocol where all active stations form a logical ring on
top of a broadcast medium. This protocol is designed to deliver real-time data transmission services in harsh, industrial
environments. A necessary prerequisite for timeliness and
Quality of Service (QoS) is the ring membership stability of
the logical ring in the presence of transmission errors, since
only ring members are allowed to transmit data. In this
paper the ring membership stability under high error rates
and using di erent error models is analyzed. The choice of
the error behavior is in turn inspired by properties of possible future transmission technologies, e.g. wireless LANs.
It is shown that the protocol has serious stability problems.
To attack these problems, two changes to the protocol and
its parameters are proposed, which can be implemented in
a purely local manner, and show that they signi cantly improve ring stability.
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I. Introduction

HE PROFIBUS is a well known, standardized and
widely used eldbus ([1], with some corrections in [4],
the European standards document is [8]). It is designed to
deliver real-time services in harsh, industrial environments.
The PROFIBUS addresses the real-time requirements on
the MAC layer by using a token passing protocol similar
to that used in IEEE 802.4 Token Bus. In these protocols a logical ring is built on top of a broadcast medium,
using special control frames for ring maintenance, however, the maintenance mechanisms di er: IEEE 802.4 uses
a contention-based mechanism for including stations into
the ring, while PROFIBUS uses polling. In both protocols
only members of the logical ring are allowed to transmit
data. Thus, one important goal of the PROFIBUS protocol is that all stations, who wants to be, are member
of the ring and remain so. The degree to which this is
achieved is referred to as ring stability within this paper,
and can be captured with di erent metrics. Since the ring
membership is maintained by exchanging special control
frames, the ring stability can be a ected by loss of these
frames due to transmission errors. Since data transmission
is restricted to ring members it is clear that ring stability
strongly impacts the achievable Quality of Service (QoS)
and system reliability.
In this paper we study the ring stability of the
PROFIBUS protocol in the presence of transmission errors
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and under two di erent error models. The choice of the error models and their parameters is motivated by properties
of possible future transmission technologies, e.g. wireless
LANs. We show that the protocol has serious stability
problems under higher error rates and that ring stability
is sensitive to the \burstiness" of errors. We propose two
improvements of the protocol and its parameters, which
require no modi cations in frame formats and are interoperable with the unchanged protocol rules. For these improvements it is shown that they yield a signi cant increase
in ring stability.
The behavior of PROFIBUS in the presence of transmission errors or its ring membership behavior / ring stability
is to the author's best knowledge not covered in the literature. Most analyses of the PROFIBUS real-time capabilities (e.g. [6], [5, chap. 3, chap. 5]) allow for sporadic
transmission errors by taking retransmissions into account,
however, the in uence of transient times where a station is
involuntarily not a ring member is not considered. For the
IEEE 802.4 Token Bus in [2] it is investigated using analytical techniques and measurements, how bursty errors a ect
the token passing process, and how this in turn a ects the
mean token passing time and, more important, the mean
token rotation time. For the PROFIBUS some results on
local stability metrics (see below) are available in [11], and
an analytical model for the ring membership behavior in
PROFIBUS is presented in [12]. This model validates our
simulation results, but is not included here due to lack of
space.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section II we rst
give a short overview of the PROFIBUS token passing and
ring maintenance algorithm and then explain the major
causes for ring instability in the presence of transmission
errors. In Section III we de ne the metrics for ring stability
used throughout this paper. In Section IV we present simulation results for the PROFIBUS protocol which indicate
that under higher bit error rates there are serious stability
problems, and furthermore that the protocol is sensitive to
the error burstiness. In Section V we describe two protocol
improvements and show with simulations that they signi cantly increase ring stability. Finally, in Section VI we give
the conclusions.
II. Token Passing and Ring Maintenance

In this Section we give a brief description of the token
passing and ring maintenance protocol, followed by de ning some notions regarding ring membership and by an explanation of scenarios that may lead to station losses from
the ring.
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A. Protocol
The PROFIBUS token passing protocol works on top of
a broadcast medium. A logical ring is formed by ascending
station addresses. The address space is small, a station address is in the range of 0 to 126. Every station (denoted as
TS: This Station) knows by the ring maintenance mechanism the address of its logical successor (NS: Next Station)
and its logical predecessor (PS: Previous Station). If TS receives a valid token frame with TS as destination address,
it checks whether it is sent by its PS. If so, the token is
accepted, otherwise the frame is discarded. In the latter
case, if the same token frame is received again as the very
next frame, the token is accepted, the token sender is registered as new PS and the list of active stations (LAS) is
updated, see below. In any case, after accepting the token
TS determines its token holding time THT (according to a
simpli ed variant of the timed token protocol with target
token rotation time TTRT) and is allowed to send some
data during the THT. If there is no data anymore or THT
expires, TS is required to pass the token to NS by sending
a token frame. This must be done even if TS is the only
ring member (NS = TS = PS), and TS must accept the token in the same way as if PS 6= TS. After sending a token
frame, TS listens on the medium for some activity. This
can be the reception of a valid frame header (indicating
that NS has accepted the token) or reception of some erroneous transmission. However, TS listens on the medium
only for a short time (called slot time, TSL ) which is typically chosen very tight, e.g. in the range of 100 s to 400
s. If this time passes without any medium activity, the
token frame is repeated. If there is again no activity, and
a third trial is also unsuccessful, NS is assumed to be dead
and TS determines the next station in the ring (i.e. the
successor of NS), makes this the new NS and tries to pass
the token to it, following the same rules. The new station
can be determined from the LAS, which is gathered by the
ring maintenance mechanism, as explained below. If TS
nds no other station, it sends a token frame to itself.
A special protocol rule is the following: TS must read
back from the medium bit by bit all token frames it transmits (\hearback"), in order to detect a defective transceiver
and to resolve collisions (see below). If TS encounters a
di erence the rst time, it waits for some response (which
indeed may occur due to undetected errors in the token
frame, see below). If there is no activity on the medium it
repeats the token frame. If TS again encounters a di erence, it discards the token immediately and removes itself
from the ring, behaving as newly switched on and \forgetting" all knowledge previously obtained.
The ring maintenance mechanism works by two di erent means. First, if a station is newly switched on, it is
required to listen passively on the medium, until it has received two successive identical token cycles and thus has a
valid view on the whole logical ring (referred to as \listen
token" state). During this time it is not allowed to send
or answer to data frames or to accept the token. Every
station address found in a token frame belonging to this
two cycles is included into the LAS. After building a valid

view the station can enter the ring if another station passes
the token to it. The second rule requires every station to
inspect every correctly received token frame and to include
the source and destination address into the LAS. An important rule here is the following: if TS feels itself as already
included in the logical ring and reads a token frame, where
TS is \skipped" (i.e. the address of TS lies truly within the
address range spanned by sender and receiver of the token
frame) it removes itself from the ring and behaves as newly
switched on.
In order that another station can pass the token to a station newly switched on, every station a maintains a gap list
(GAPL), containing all station addresses between a and its
NS b. A station a is required to periodically poll all addresses in its GAPL by sending a \Request-FDL-Status"
frame to a single address c and waiting one slot time for
an answer, which indicates c's current status (ready / not
ready for the ring). A station which tries to detect two
identical token cycles will respond with a \not ready" status. Within every token cycle a polls at most one station
address in its GAPL. If a station in the GAPL responds as
\ready", a will change its NS, shorten its GAPL, update
its LAS, and then send a token frame to the new station.
The period for scanning the GAPL is created by a special
timer (\gap timer"), which is set as an integral multiple
(\gap factor", the standard requires values between 1 and
100) of the target token rotation time.
For leaving the ring it suÆces to just stop all transmissions. In this case PS will detect the station loss when
unsuccessfully trying to pass the token to TS.
A special mechanism is used for the very rst ring initialization or to handle token loss due to system crash of the
current token owner: every station listens permanently on
the medium. Every time the medium goes idle, TS starts
a special timer, the timeout timer, which is resetted when
the medium goes busy. If the timer expires (no transmission on the medium for some time), TS \claims the token",
i.e. it starts with behaving as the current token owner and
performs some frame transmission: it sends data frames or
passes the token to its current NS. If TS was not in the
listen token state when the timeout timer expires, there is
no change in its internal state, speci cally in its LAS, NS
and PS. In the other case, since the station has not yet a
valid view on the ring, it assumes the ring to be empty and
itself being the only member of LAS.
The timeout value linearly depends on the station's address. This can lead to collisions, and the hearback feature
is necessary to resolve them. One situation where collisions
can occur is the following: consider that in an empty ring
two stations are newly switched on at di erent times, such
that their timeout timers expire simultaneously. When
both stations start transmitting token frames, the resulting collision induces hearback errors. Both stations retire
from the ring and stop transmissions, while simultaneously
starting their timeout timers. Because of the di erent station addresses the timers expire at di erent times, and now
a valid ring can be built up without further collisions.
For data transmission a semi-reliable protocol is used,
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with a bounded number of retransmissions. For distinction
between new frames and retransmitted frames the alternating bit protocol is used. The transmission of a data frame
and its retransmissions is performed at once, i.e. it is not
preempted by other data frames or token passing.
B. Ring-Membership related De nitions

to itself. Then all other stations remove from the ring, feeling themselves skipped. We refer to this scenario as \ring
jacking". If a has not the lowest address, the remaining
ring keeps alive and a is reincluded later. We refer to this
as \hearback removal".
To summarize, the mechanisms for loosing stations are
as follows:
 Station a gets lost due to error skipping.
 Station a experiences a hearback removal.
 Station a gets lost because another station b with the
lowest address performs ring jacking.

We introduce two de nitions: a station loss event (or
simply station loss ) denotes the single point in time where
a station detects its loss from the ring and discards all of its
knowledge previously obtained, especially the LAS. After
a station loss a station behaves as newly switched on.
III. Ring Stability Metrics
A station outage time denotes the time duration needed
In this Section the metrics for ring stability used
for a lost station to become a ring member again (by expithroughout
this paper are de ned. They belong to the
ration of its timeout timer or by being reincluded).
class of \global" stability metrics, which are focused to the
whole logical ring, while for \local" metrics (not covered
C. Major Causes for Loosing Stations from the Ring
in this paper) the focus is on a single station. The global
By analysis of the protocol speci cation and of our simu- metrics can be computed also with the analytic model delator traces, we have identi ed three di erent ways of how scribed in [12].
a station can get lost. The rst scenario is due to the fact
Let K be the number of stations and fN (t)gt2R a set
that the token frame has no checksum. It is protected only of integer-valued random variables, denoting the number
with a parity bit, startbit and stopbit for every single byte of stations that are members of the ring at time t (more
(every byte is transmitted serially with 11 bits). Thus there precisely: which consider themselves being member). We
is a non-negligible probability that a token frame can be have 0  N (t)  K (t 2 R), and N (t) changes only at
corrupted such that no station except the sender (by the discrete points in time, by the operation of the protocol.
hearback feature) will recognize an error1 . Consider now We assume that all stations want to be member of the ring
the case of two stations with addresses a and b respectively, all the time. We introduce the following global metrics for
where a < b holds to ease presentation. If a sends a token ring stability:
frame to b where the destination address is corrupted and  Consider at time t0 we have N (t0 ) = K and
equal to c with a < b < c, b considers itself being skipped lim!0;>0 N (t0 ) < K , i.e. the ring has just been comand immediately removes itself from the ring, behaving as pleted at t0 . Furthermore let t1 = inf ft > t0 : N (t) < K g
newly switched on. If a retransmits the token, b has not and C = t1 t0 . The random variable C denotes the time
yet built a valid LAS and does not accept the token. After duration that the ring is complete, before the next time it
another token frame a considers b as lost from the ring, looses a station. We are interested in its mean value C and
since again b is not allowed to answer. We refer to this as distribution function C (s) = Pr[C  s]. The \dual" of C ,
\error skipping".
i.e. the time needed to re-enter the state of a full ring after
The other scenarios are due to the presence of the hear- the full ring breaks, is not covered here.
back feature: when station a experiences hearback errors in  Mean number of stations in the ring during interval [0; t]:
two successive trials to send a token frame it gets lost from
Zt
the ring (i.e. forgets its LAS). When the token frames are
 (t) = 1
N
N (s)ds;
t 0
detected as faulty by all other stations, then the medium
is idle until the timeout timer of the station with the low- additionally we are interested in the limiting mean value
est address expires. Within this scenario two cases can be N = limt!1 N (t), which is assumed to exist and approxidistinguished: a has the lowest station address w.r.t. cur- mated by evaluating N (t) for some large t.
rent ring members or not (we assume that a has negligible  Fraction of time where not all stations are member of the
initialization delay). If a has the lowest address, it is the ring during time interval [0; t]:
timeout timer of a that expires. Since there was no transZt
mission during the idle time and a has forgotten its LAS, a
 (t) = 1
1[0;K 1] (N (s))ds
M
now thinks it is alone in the ring and sends a token frame
t 0
1 This probability can be lower bounded by the probability P , that
R
exactly two bit errors occur within the same byte, which cannot be
detected by the parity scheme. The token frame is 3  11 = 33 bits
long. Assuming that bit errors are independent and occur with xed
168  b(2; 33; p) where
probability p, PR is then given by PR = 1056
b(k; n; p) = nk pk (1 p)n k is the distribution function of the binomial distribution. We have used the fact that from 1056 ways
to distribute two errors over 33 bits only 168 of these lead to undetectable errors, all others are detected. With p = 0:001 we have
PR  0:00008.

where 1[a;b] (x) is the indicator function for the set ft 2 R :
a  t  bg. Additionally we are interested in the limiting
 = limt!1 M
 (t).
fraction M
Some important local metrics for a single station i are the
following: the distribution of times between station loss
events, the duration of station outages and the overall fraction of time that i is not member of the ring. Some simulation results for these metrics can be found in [11].
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IV. Simulation Results
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In this Section we present simulation results for
the global stability metrics de ned in Section III.
We have built a detailed simulation model using
the CSIM simulation library [3]. Information about
the model can be found at http://www-tkn.ee.tuberlin.de/research/results.html. This model includes parts
of the PROFIBUS link layer, the PROFIBUS MAC protocol and a shared medium. In the shared medium all
attached stations including the transmitter see the same
signals and bits, thus the transmitter can perform proper
hearback. All timing properties pertaining to the behavior
of the medium (e.g. bit times, required idle times), and
additionally a station's delay in processing received frames
and generating answers are considered within the model.
The simulator is validated by code inspection, comparison of generated frame sequences with expected frame se (3600)
quences, and by the fact that for N (3600) and M
the results are very close to those of an analytical model
based on a markov chain description of the ring behavior
presented in [12].
In the rst set of simulations there are 10 stations without any external load, thus only token frames and RequestFDL-Status frames occur. This restriction was introduced
to highlight the stability problems, simulations with load
are discussed in Section V. Every station always wants to
be a member of the ring and there are no failures except
transmission errors. All simulations run for 3600 simulated
seconds. The gap factor was chosen to be 6, the slot time
TSL is 400 s, the station delay is 100 s and the bitrate is
500 kBit/sec (these settings are typical real-world values).
We have used two di erent error models: in the \independent" error model bit errors occur independently from each
other with xed rate. The second model is the \GilbertElliot" error model (Gilbert model for short) [10], where
the channel is always in one of two states: Good or Bad.
Within each state, bit errors are assumed to be independent with a xed rate. The channel state is modulated according to a two-state continuous time markov chain. For
parametrization of the Gilbert model four values suÆce:
bit error rate (BER) in good state eg , BER in bad state eb
(eg  eb ), mean duration of good state  in seconds, and
mean duration of bad state  in seconds. With pg = + 
and pb = +  being the steady state probabilities for being in state good or bad, respectively, the mean BER m is
given by
m = pg  eg + pb  eb :
(1)
The Gilbert model is very popular for modeling wireless
channels due to its simplicity and its ability to capture
bursty error behaviour with short term correlation. The
(mean) bit error rates chosen in this paper for both error models are in the range 10 4 : : : 10 3 . These values
are realistic for wireless transmission in an industrial environment, since corresponding measurements taken in an
industrial environment establish high bit error rates (up to
10 2 ) and nonstationary error behavior [13].
 (3600), and in Figure 2 we show
In Figure 1 we show M
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 (3600),
N

both for varying BER using the independent error model. Furthermore, in Figure 3 we show the distribution functions C (s) for the di erent bit error rates assuming
independent errors. The nearly vertical line on the left side
comes from the time resolution used (5 ms) and the fact
that all distributions have a share between 5% and 21%
of their mass within the rst 5 ms. The con dence intervals for N (3600) are very tight and thus not shown2 . In
Figure 1, a nearly linear relationship between the bit error
rate and the fraction of time during which the ring is not
complete can be observed. For the highest bit error rate
this fraction is approximately 1=3. Even more frustrating
is the result that for the lowest investigated bit error rate
of 10 4 a full ring is stable for less than 15 seconds in more
 (3600) look
than 40 % of all cases, even if N (3600) and M
good. This is a serious problem for real-time applications
over error prone links, since for reincluding of a lost station
some time is needed.
In order to show that the protocol is not only sensible to the overall bit error rate but also to the characteristics of the error process (speci cally: its \burstiness"), we have performed simulations with the Gilbert error model. Speci cally, we have chosen to keep m = 0:001,
eg = 0:0000820 and  = 0:061736 xed and to vary  using
values of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 ms3 , then determining
eb from equation 1. We de ne the burstiness index (BI) to
be =. The question, whether the ring stability metrics
are invariant of the scale of  and  is not further inves2 The maximum relative error for all simulations in this paper for
 ) value is with 98 percent con dence not larger than one perthe N(
cent of the absolute value. Most relative errors are smaller than
0.1 percent. For actually calculating these values within our simulation we approximate N(t) by a sampled version Nk = N(k  T ) with
 with
T = 100s xed and k 2 N. Accordingly we calculate N(t)
t
 = 1 Pki=0
Ni
kt = maxfk 2 N : k  T < tg as the sample mean: N(t)
kt
2
and the variance N (t) as the sample variance. Furthermore, in the
simulator we apply transient removal techniques for achieving steadystate results.
3 The values for  and e are calculated directly from [10], while the
g
values of  chosen in this paper have the same order of magnitude as
those from [10].
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tigated. In Figure 4 we show N (3600) vs BI. Apparently
for more bursty errors (larger BI) this metric decreases.
This can be explained as follows: since for constant m the
value eb increases when BI increases, it is more likely that
a station experiences a hearback error.
As a visual impression that frequently the number of
ring members reduces from ve or more to one within a
very short time, the evolution of N (t) for the rst 100 seconds (Gilbert errors, m = 0:001,  = 20 ms) is displayed in
Figure 5. A careful analysis of the corresponding simulator
traces shows that often multiple stations are lost simultaneously, and that these breakdowns are indeed caused by
the ring jacking scenario. Furthermore, it shows up that
the frequent transitions from ten members to nine members are caused by hearback removals. The error skipping
scenario is much more rare: for the worst parameter setting (Gilbert errors, m = 0:001,  = 5 ms, eb  0:012)
a token frame with undetectable errors is observed once
every minute in the mean. Therefore it is not considered
furthermore in this paper.
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V. Improvements

In this Section we propose a new method for setting
timeout timers and an additional protocol feature. The
new timer setting tries to prevent the breakdowns of the
ring by letting expire the timeout timer for current ring
members rst, while the additional protocol feature aims
at reincluding lost stations as fast as possible. Since both
of them require no modi cation of frame formats or protocol operation, they are interoperable with the unchanged
protocol. Thus, in principle, stations with the modi ed
and the unchanged protocol stack can be operated in the
same PROFIBUS LAN. However, we need the ability to dynamically in uence the timeout timer setting, which may
require an upgrade of today's ASIC-based protocol implementations. Both methods are limited to combatting the
ring jacking and hearback removal scenarios, avoiding the
error skipping scenario requires a better protection of the
token frame and thus a change in frame formats.
The e ect of the proposed methods is investigated with
simulations, using the same scenarios and stability metrics
as in Section IV, and with additional simulations taking
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the e ects of system load and di erent numbers of active These gures show that the new timeout computation sigstations into account.
ni cantly improves stability, the protocol with both improvements performs best. In Figure 8 the sample coefA. Timeout Calculation
cient of variation for N is shown. It can be seen that
From our simulations and from analysis we have observed the improvements reduce the variability of N . In Figure
that the ring jacking scenario (described in Section II-C), 9 we compare the three protocol versions for the case of
where the station with the lowest address can destroy the Gilbert errors and varying burstiness index (BI) for xed
whole ring, occurs frequently. The calculation of the time- mean BER m = 0:001. The stability gain of the improvements as compared to the normal protocol is larger for more
out value is for station n as follows [1, sec. 4.1.7]:
bursty errors than for the \smooth" independent errors. As
TT O (n) = (6 + 2  n)  TSL
a visual impression we show in Figure 14 the evolution of
N (t) for the same system as for Figure 5 (ten masters, no
where TSL is the slot time. The basic problem of this sce- load, Gilbert errors with m = 0:001 and  = 20 ms), hownario is that the timeout timer may expire for a station ever, with both protocol improvements enabled. It can be
which is in the listen token state and has no valid LAS. If seen that most of the breakdowns visible in Figure 5 are
the timer of a station in the ring (not in the listen token removed.
state) expires, the ring keeps alive. Thus we propose to
We additionally mention here that the ring jacking scemake the timeout calculation state-dependent:
nario also in uences the local stability metrics mentioned
in Section III. One example is the fraction of time that
TT O (n) =

station i is not in the ring. For the station with the lowest
(6 + 2  n)  TSL : state 6= listen token
address this fraction is small and nearly independent of the
(254 + 6 + 2  n)  TSL : state = listen token
gap factor or the TTRT for a xed bit error rate, while for
in order to make sure that the timeout timer expires rst for all other stations this metric depends almost linearly on
stations in the ring and as a result to avoid ring jacking. We the gap factor, and furthermore increases with increasing
show the e ects of this improvement in the next Section. station address (see ref. [11] for examples).
In order to show that ring stability problems occur also
B. Fast Reinclusion of Lost Stations
when there is load in the system (and thus a smaller numWhen a station is lost from the ring, it does take some ber of vulnerable token frames per xed unit of time), we
time before it is reincluded. First, the station is required to have investigated two more scenarios. In the rst scenario
observe the same sequence of token frames twice, second, it there are four active stations, two passive stations4 , and
will not be reincluded before it is pinged by its predecessor four traÆc sources, each attached to a di erent active stausing the Request-FDL-Status frame. We propose to add tion. The traÆc sources generate requests, the attached
the following extra feature to the protocol: after station a station puts them in a queue of in nite size. Two trafhas lost its successor b (i.e. there is no reaction of b to three c sources generate requests with a xed interarrival time
consecutive token frames), a waits for two token cycles and of ten ms. The corresponding requests lead to frames of
then pings b with the Request-FDL-Status frame as soon 25 bytes (carrying 16 bytes of user data), which are acas there is token holding time available. This is the earli- knowledged by the passive station with frames of 25 bytes
est moment where b can be reincluded, due to b's need for (including 16 bytes user data). The other sources generate
reading two identical token cycles. This procedure should sporadic requests with exponentially distributed interarbe carried out independently of the normal ring-inclusion rival times (ten ms mean value), destined for the second
algorithm. Thus it can happen, that a includes another passive station and with data sizes uniformly distributed
station c during the two token cycles it waits for reinclud- between 8 and 30 bytes (leading to frame sizes between 17
ing b. In this case b should only be reincluded if its address and 39 bytes), however, the acknowledgement carries no
lies in the range between a and c, otherwise c will remove data. Thus, we have a mixture of synchronous and asynitself from the ring, being skipped by the rst token frame chronous traÆc.
a sends to b. However, when the ring jacking scenario ocIn the second scenario we have ten active stations and
curs more frequently, this protocol extension should be used ten traÆc sources. The rst ve sources are periodic (with
in conjunction with the new timeout calculation method, 25 ms period), the other sources are sporadic (with 25 ms
since otherwise fast reinclusion will not happen.
mean value). Thus in both scenarios a minimum bandwidth of  35% of the medium bandwidth is devoted to exC. Performance Evaluation
change of data frames including the acknowledgements, but
We compare three di erent versions of the protocol: the not including retransmissions. The need for retransmisnormal protocol without any improvements, the protocol sions at error rates of  10 3 saturates the system, higher
with the new timeout calculation method and the proto- loads lead to growing request queues. This is true especol with both improvements. The simulation setup is the
4 Active stations are those who can participate in the token passing
 (3600)
same as described in Section IV. The results for M
process.
They are simply referred to as \stations" within this paper.
are shown in Figure 6, the results for N (3600) are shown Passive stations
only transmit data when they are polled. In the
in Figure 7, both for independent errors and varying BER. simulations they are used as a mere data sink.
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VI. Conclusions

In this paper we have identi ed ring instability as an
issue to be considered for Quality of Service and timing
behavior of the PROFIBUS. Especially when carrying out
schedulability analysis for PROFIBUS traÆc streams, it
does not suÆce to take only retransmissions into account
and to assume a stable logical ring. We have shown that
station losses and longer station outage times occur frequently, when an error prone medium is used, and furthermore that station losses are sensitive to the type of
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Fig. 6. M(3600) vs. BER (independent errors)
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cially for independent errors, for Gilbert errors the queues
can be emptied during good channel periods. The simulations run for 10000 simulated seconds, the other parameters (gap factor, TTRT, bit rate, slot time) are kept xed.
The N (10000) results for the scenario with ten stations
are shown in Figure 10 (independent errors) and Figure 11
(Gilbert errors). It can be seen that for all three protocol
versions and both error models this value is better than in
the corresponding simulations without any load. However,
for high bit error rates the stability problems and their dependence on the type of channel errors are still visible, but
the proposed improvements again yield a signi cant gain.
 (10000) values for both station numbers are
The M
shown in Figures 12 (independent errors) and 13 (Gilbert
errors) for the normal protocol and the protocol with both
improvements. Again, in the presence of load this metric is better (lower) than for the corresponding simulations
without load (not shown here for Gilbert errors), and the
improved protocol version yields the best results. Interestingly, in both gures the numbers are smaller for fewer
stations. While for four stations and ten stations the times
for breaking a full ring are comparable (four stations: mean
value C  1:12 sec, stddev  1:38; ten stations: mean
  1:17 sec, stddev  1:27) with ten stations it takes
C
much longer to complete the ring. Likely the di erence
stems from the time needed to complete the ring after multiple stations have been lost at once, as in the ring jacking
scenario. If only a single station gets lost, it is reasonable to expect that reinclusion is slightly faster in the ten
station case, since the gap lists typically are shorter than
with fewer stations. Furthermore, for a newly reincluded
station there might be some delay between its reinclusion
and the time it starts to poll its gap list, since in the simulation the gap timer is independent from the stations state
of ring membership. As a result, if more stations need to
be reincluded, a higher delay for ring completion can be
expected.
All these ndings together con rm our belief that ring
instability is an issue for higher bit error rates, and furthermore that two important sources for instability are the
ring jacking and hearback removal scenario, while the error
skipping scenario seems to play a much smaller role. The
ring jacking and hearback removal scenarios can be combatted with the two improvements proposed in this paper.
Since for lower bit error rates station losses occur rarely
and the improvements are not invoked, they impose no additional cost in terms of bandwidth or delay.
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Fig. 7. N(3600)
vs. BER (independent Errors)

errors (bursty vs. non-bursty). We have identi ed three
di erent scenarios, which may cause station loss. We have
found that especially the hearback removal scenario and
the ring jacking scenario (both relying on the hearback
protocol mechanism) can lead to an unacceptable degree
of instability, while the error skipping scenario occurs only
rarely. We have proposed two improvements in the protocol and parameter settings, which, when operated jointly,
signi cantly increase ring stability. Furthermore, these improvements require no changes in frame formats or the basic protocol. It is possible to implement them only in a
subset of stations without a ecting the behavior of the remaining stations or the ring.
We are convinced that the behavior of eldbus protocols
over error prone and time varying links is an extremely
interesting topic, especially with regard to future transmission technologies, e.g. wireless LANs. The behavior of
protocols like P-NET [7] or WorldFIP [9] is an important issue of future research. For the PROFIBUS it is worthwhile
to look for further improvements (e.g. nd other means for
transceiver self checks and collision detection, eliminating
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Fig. 10. N(10000) vs. BER (independent errors) with 10 masters
and  36% load
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14

the need for hearback) and to nd out how the protocol
behaves, if the hearback feature is not available.
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